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...to determine the center of the channel... If the deepest part is well to one side, and the 

equidistant rule is applied, the riparian owner upon the shallow side would, in times of drought, 

be shut off from access to the water which is supposed to flow past his door, without trespassing 

upon the lands of his neighbor, as the exact middle of the stream would be on dry land. In the 

very nature of things, the thread or center of a stream must be the line which would give to the 

owner upon either side access to the water, whatever its stage might be, and particularly at its 

lowest flow. 
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What you should've done clears a space 

for the ear in heart

if and thening its way back to the face.

A man walks by, rationalizing nostalgia

a geometrical sheet of birds, accusatory, infinite.

The eras of certainty never consider measuring the ruler.

Eros, to err. 

Absolution in the act of erasure, the need to cross words off the list—

phantoms—the smoke outlasts the mill.

This is the quasi-logic of bartering the tripod for the panorama.

The cameramen, having forgotten to “count the coots,” are going home.

What’s the difference between this and forgetting the name of the line which approaches the t-    

axis forever?

Another man, or the same one, doesn’t have to walk past again.

Nothing has to return, so it does, just before it might have degenerated into in-

formation.

…

Between the object and its reflection 

you stalk the thought, dressed in white, that stalks you.

Saying I should've known keeps the difference from opening 

where the refrain resembles the man

you contemplate being, meet on a stairwell.

Weathered conversation, so the file deletes itself

before an egret, guessing the time it takes to pray

to pay the electric bill, begins to be seen in your imagined departure

(a must of mostly grammatical insecurities).
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Twilight’s anticipatory skull

twelve sunbeams divided by four, three

holes, two eyes and a nose.

Without a mouth it precedes us, the ghost of language.

The tumbler you hold holds you like a grail. 

If the only contradiction is that whatever is

is also isless, then you don’t want to remember.

The flower, the putrid flower water.

Twelve sheets of sandpipers, paper comes in all colors.

Paper beds, boats and spreads. 

Something has begun to consume your whole life 

but you can’t find the center of it, so I begin.

Without recourse to vanity, the vein misspelled, unslit 

but importuning common sense to take cover.

…

To snip the barb off the hook and sit

rowing a friend toward a question that shape

shifts.

The well rises and dries

but the penny stays.
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Another sullen wind, where does it go when it stops?

A spirit is only a rational thing.

The sky can now be compared.

Late January, frost on the lawn at dawn

all courses but this, that probability relinquishes to perception.

…

Divested of lips, teeth and tongue

waves of speech come and go at random

to and from the form, the amount 

of sense in the expression “almost instinctive.”

Listen to the river, then try to recreate the sound.

Without means to ascend.

Cresting and cracking wave

something is a go-between, seeing with your eyes.
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A blond ponytail swishes about the ass in the pasture

the length of a thought determined

by what endures the thistle 

Psyche’s split meat spilling 

the misspelled contents down your legs.

…

One wing of the cessna clips the 39th floor on which a wedding is taking place.

Burning glass in the cake.

The pilot ejects but lands on his feet on the roof. 

I want Icarus, but you're merely a human being

one square mile of Sound.

Impossible to map out precisely the ice-cap thawing toward memory

or the propeller wound round with kelp.

Pulling it back to the right, you think you’re someone else.

Where you place yourself, on a flat rock for instance, at dusk

the tide rises, of words, subsides.

When the Sound is a sheet of glass whose only blemishes are birds

the world fits into the drift that shapes itself.

Whoever you were could only take you this far, this close.
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To Whom It May Concern,

The results came back negative, so I’m no longer in a race with my life.

…

All knowledge suspect, information bland, and yet this can be interpreted

as a calling, the alarm set so the song arousing you slips thru a fissure 

into the receding tide of fragments, one of which begins to assume 

the appearance of a whole, a robin’s eye at the window.

If Narcissus was blind maybe he’d fall in love with his echo.

“I waded in blood up to my shins, the blood of boys who died for this country.”

On, as in neutron, and off, a burnt ring

and words smear across the air the names of objects

in the glowing wash of afterimage.

“Last one there’s a rotten egg.”

What seemed a curse is now a blessing 

in reverse. Trying to locate the file, the skewed days aligning 

like letters on a chalkboard, a hand you can’t remember holding. 

SAVE was underlined twice, but the eraser

its chalk-dust glowing in the shaft of the half-open door

is now indistinguishable from a curlew probing a dusky mudflat.

Right in front of you, curling your focus around a fuse.
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The hose of Helios wets the rose with light.

At night the ocean sinks its id and sways.

The moon hangs from the corner of a roof 

like a Lana Turner lantern and a black loon

looms above the bob and drift to replace it.

In the halfeaten light when someone says God

the shadow of all that might have transpired 

peels back the horizon.

Nothing has been revealed.

…

At last a restoration without fixed limits

tho certainty can still forge a draft of omniscient blueprints

alphabet soup in the furnace, as if the word planet is built from scratch

the cue-ball in the side pocket of infinite density.

The house has been furnished with letters, h for chair.

The windows will melt, but the avocet sunset will still be visible when you return

from wherever it is your time is taking you

its pendulum swinging above a concrete slab of abstractions.

It takes billions of years to build

but only a few seconds to find the words You Are Here.

In the process of responding to stimuli, identity.

On one level the skipping of an orbit results in a gamma ray

on another, the death of language.
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Tin blue patches between birds on the bay

mud and sky the same grey slate.

Four or five pale blue or white eggs, sometimes with brown spots.

Tracking the beast is a nightmare, because if you feel you aren’t making any progress the 

possibility of the tables being turned begins to burn in your mind. You swear you hear a match 

being lit, so you turn to a face in the group but she’s preoccupied. You look to the trees for a sign

—nothing. Then you think you hear the approach of raw flames. You turn to another face and he 

looks suspicious but not bewildered, so you look to the trees again and see a clearing being filled

in by an oily moon.

…

Dad,

Please send the extra pair of binoculars. The nights are wonderfully clear here, and 

there’s a girl. I saw it yesterday. Lots of people, I’m sure, live long lives without ever seeing it.

…

What you thought becomes a feeling

tied to a lampstring. Pull it and see.

It forks the road and freezes the cauldron.

It’s carving a little world out of the big one

bees and ham and hollyhocks.
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What if, when the light finds your face, you’ve nothing to say?

Photographs—the back of a baby’s head and its face in a mirror

father catching you halfway down a slide, the haircuts and clothes

the woman who dressed you next to the one you undressed

her makeup running, an actress in a backyard play

and your tight-lipped pose for some school or sport that was supposed to send you

into your own—all the gestures accomplished, every situation molded

to something that doesn’t quite fit, perhaps missing, perhaps somewhere

on the surface you’re staring into. 

Has anyone died yet?

There’s a requiem written in a closet of the Gorky mansion

a relationship between father and feather. 

…

A firefly on your shoulder turns 

into the moon in a puddle as you pass.

The universe is getting younger. Gone 

from being between twenty and twenty-five to about fourteen

billion years old, but you don’t know precisely when this happened

and the causes, undoubtedly, are complicated. 

The consequences, but by now the crowd has dissipated

and there’s only a pinecone in the mud from here to the sun.
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Two kingfishers on one powerline

nonrinse owl wooing shifT keeper.

Anagram, because the letters of the second line 

equal the letters of the first

a  gas-cloud in a sky of glass.

Your face is still there 

staring at its obstacle, a mirror.

…

Everything collapses to physics, but nothing doesn’t add up.

If I say gorgeous bomb 

you don’t picture cumulus looming over redwoods

a post-apocalyptic pastoral.

It isn’t that ghosts can explain more or less in terms of ergs

as if the unconscious has a dream in mind before you fall asleep

but if there’s a veto mechanism, the consequence of preconception a zigzag

of clear sky between a cloud’s smooth purple and a sliced melon of moon

then it lasts only a few…but there was something, yes, motherly in the clearing.
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Outer space and inner, the distinction merely grammatical

the order in which the transmissions are received

place the transmitter on a higher level than the perceiver

I can smell your anger.

…

Sage brushes a page of scribbled grass.

On one side of the freeway a chaingang of oildrills like pickaxe pendulums 

on the other an almond orchard traveling in furrows.

Chapter one, the absent father’s acceptance of the O

chapter two, rattle and coiled muscle in a flare of fountaingrass on the mountain

in chapter 3 the babysitter empties the feeder.

Pollen on an index finger points to an opinionated branch of house finches.

Why does the will go wily in the stall

even tho the fix gotten into was picked

like a lock on a warm chest?

You should be flattered so much was spent on your behalf 

a smudge of butter on a flying saucer.
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The phrase that fills the hollow wave

a body’s

thought vanishes

of light water

perceived as green.

The library in Atlantis fills

with descriptions of an unridden wave.

No one came to claim the dusty letters and the mapmaker 

can’t keep pace with the earth dressing and undressing 

like a mirror in front of a woman. 

Above the gate her voice curls around a leaf and drips.

Someone forgot something important and now is an empty cup. 

Carry it.

They paid for their shelf space, half the key stuck in the lock.

The seasons are polished and hung on a wall.

Their intention is synoptic, hordes of singularities.

To sterilize, to hypnotize. 

…

Dear O,

The fossils are getting bigger every day.

…
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Your death is still incomplete.

Not wanting not what you don’t want to say

you’re still saying it, and it’s becoming clear.

Every wave shatters like a bottle you didn’t drink

moving boulders you didn’t know were there

the way the hermit in the conch shell…

but here your argument loses its footing and the path

that seemed to promise forward momentum comes to rest

on a pile of stones, one for each memory of the cliff

that separates coming to terms with the past and staring

tho you were advised otherwise, straight into the sun.

…

To know the difference between a pearl

while the polaroid is developing and the footprints running 

out of sand I’ve been stalking you all this time.

How many blackouts rolled across the city of your foresight

before the wind began to form a line

the only one you could have chosen

to safely negotiate the Herculean wave

now resting in a tidepool at your feet?

Of course the sea anemone reminds you of your first Freudian slip.

Why else would the glaze on the coil pot resemble the fact

that poetry is misleading.
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Ontology requires twelve tons of sense data

disciples floundering in marshy bulrushes.

This isn’t why you yearn for what you fear or how an Indian

skinning a deer in the headlights replaces the message on the machine:

only death is immortal.

Antithetical to the Ferris-wheel, the zodiac and the swelling of mass

the dolphin you thought was a shark and the shark you thought was a dolphin

the right word becomes what’s left of the dead man’s fins.

With veins like skinny flames on the back of your hand, you point.

A word points to a thing and that thing veers.

The extension of a definition forms an ellipse around a hollow center, meaning

this is the probability of a parable’s moral coinciding with a power outage—

the sky, blue as a candy wrapper on a whale’s eye, can’t keep from disappearing

and the kid who ate whatever you’re thinking about

didn’t die in a fluke accident.

…

Veering in and out of focus, a mask in a closet

a big condominium where your little white house used to be.

The window is still there, the letters 

of your name printed with an index finger that points now

to a cloud shaped like a mask—as if a symbol could fulfill a purpose

it can’t utter, but image lays on top of image

until the palimpsest becomes audible.
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Like the pulp in the juice and the storybook mill at dusk

separating parts of speech gives the impression of an extremely ordered system

then gives up the ghost.

The juice turns acidic and the story base, and whether or not the dove reappears

the solution stays at bay for one more foggy dawn.

Another finger will point to something you once recognized.

The indicator grows rusty

an alienated section of oxidized spirit.

…

The wind has no secrets, no skirts it hasn’t undone.

The fact of my nakedness in your dream fogs the mirror.

Why not tell the truth?

Why not the moon, a big white baseball or a golfball’s lie?

Why not say nothing?

A dark-eyed junco in the ashtray and a scrubjay in the sink

blur the distinction between blurry and distinct.

Place a black whisker in grandpa’s whiskey, but if he were alive

the whitewall tires would fall thru the roof of a word 

whose meaning you always remember to forget.
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Zandor,

You’re right. It’s not difficult to realize the difficulty of isolating the flame. I guess you got 

out of the way before the wave made a tunnel thru which you might have seen palm trees 

burning. We’re holding candles for you here, but I still get the feeling you’ll call someday from 

Borneo with a surf report. Whenever the phone is silent it rings in my mind.

Love,

O

…

The geranium in the fuchsia pot has its own way of telling time

the acceleration of a wing in relation to the distance between you

and the two events that define your life

a piano playing itself.

The fact that the shark is mechanical intensifies the dream

and now there’s no telling.

“Why not?” says the wind

“Because” says the rock.

Two characters in a play stress the importance of “mendacity.”

Two characters on a page form a word that signifies a god.

Whichever way I go the compass needle fills your vein.
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Sit in front of a computer for hours as if it were on.

Madness, a landslide hovered over by a ruby-throated hummingbird.

Traffic from this vanishing point confirms your premonition

that dark will bring darkness to a boil

but a scientist has declared that chances are 

the weak nuclear force is responsible for the brighter aspect of your intuition

which informs you that a day has been cut neatly out of the future

a fast encroaching day on which certain questions will be answered

and you must position yourself so as to receive it.
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Language has no alibi

but if things ever become facts I know you’ll be there

to isolate the misunderstanding

the all-aroundness the past travels in.

Post-mortem defects, Narcissus with a black eye and a sack of broken glass.

You lied about your son, your staff.

Prospero wakes up clouds over an island

on a globe that doesn’t revolve

so you push the sun off a cliff.

Probability, time’s widow, casts an irascible light 

and every wave behaves like a spitting godhead.

Now it’s noon at nine o’clock—numinous.

…

Isolation breeds contempt and contempt propagates

as self-effacement, insists on splitting

the beam that separates the white lattice

from the steam rising thru it.

Spheres inside spheres make music.

It’s only the scent of your neck that passes thru the living room

into the bottle with the most abstruse label.
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A sparrow takes a dirt bath and an arrow makes a hand a little heavier.

Where boys sell hotdogs balls fly over the Green Monster.

Soundwaves travel too many directions at once.

…

While your inner bookshelf is collapsing into the chunnel

the fallopian subway that renders the hovercraft no longer a novelty

something cedes the initiative to birds.

You counted twenty-two before the pintail flew out of focus.

Now the only customers are regulars: common sparrows

house finches, two golds and a junco.

Vowels carry, the owl who forgot not to make a sound.

When the boat runs aground, herring gulls harass

an elegant tern perched on the stern. 

Silence on the lips of a vagina, no one sits in the ideal chair.

Red oleanders drop on your lap, therefore the fullness of contour.

Space hadn’t prepared me for the size of the yes rising in your eyes.
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Thinking moan and saying moon

spooks inhabit the transition between in and exterior.

A vacuum sucks up a penny and a penny falls at the same rate as a bowling ball.

Before the city was here it’s easy to imagine 

the jacarandas made a legible pattern which, if seen from a plane

answered a question no one thought to ask

allowing the purple to design its sign

across whatever measure of mind the landscape makes real.

See how it goes back and forth but always down

the city of words X-rayed down to the last cavity.

This is what you want, what I’m learning not to set aside

in favor of a motion to recount the ballots

while the artichokes, peppers and shallots need watering.

…

Resistance becomes the transmitter

the thing revolving around the fact that makes it 

the act the transistor resists.

The philosopher’s toothache got the best of him.

No more new problems, time to reinvent the old

or clothe them in different hats

tho the climax has been delayed

pushed beneath the curtain of the fifth act

a letter informing character X to switch roles.
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Honey,

You have no idea how big this place is. Any description would fall short. I’m off in 

search of a water buffalo today. Hardly the Lady of the Lake but it should be marvelous 

nonetheless. I miss you more than Achilles missed his shield.

All my love,

E

…

A sentence is not a fulcrum to balance one piece of a story with another.

Fragments come closer, reflected

in a well of syllables you burden yourself 

with memorizing, forgetting

their significance, the clock falling off the wall in slow motion.

To balance the constancy of words with the in-

constancy of meaning, move the fulcrum.

You’re blowing up the balloon now—

the universe is sexy.

What piece could there be, however minute or measureless, uninvolved?

After so many years the fruit is still edible

the wine as bloodless as the blank check you’re leaving to posterity.

It’s always the same choice, accepting that it isn’t a choice 

and taking the penalty.

The keeper’s instinct throws him to the left

but the whole procession is a mirror in which you must differentiate.

You must recalculate the blueprints to include seclusion.
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Spread-eagle over a nest of words

maybe there’s a wall around us

ivy blowing like your hair.

The unconscious sinks 

its blade into the frosting 

of a January roof.

It doesn’t belong to us.

Because the actual ocean would drown the poem

you’re forced to take sides—

both sides of the contradiction suspend us

over written water.

What language is a metaphor for only language can tell.

The word blind sees as well as any other. 

…

My body rides over the ocean.

Body of water

celestial body

of thought, an absolute

in a relative theory 

like Ahab and the speed of white.

The mind, a machine made of words

only they can translate.

Crawling around the May Pole

the gods must have drank more than we thought.

That the May Pole points to the Pole Star is an illusion.
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Alternate interior angels are congruent 

to the light source I'm trying to rewire.

The assumption that words have no idea 

what you’re saying is dangerous.

…

M,

Whether Aristotle was right or wrong has nothing to do with the dove that just flew from 

the powerline and returned. Sure, the dove doesn’t know it’s a dove, but does she know she 

returned? Does she recollect? Does it matter?

E

…

Light and dark, what one makes visible

and the other doesn’t 

doesn’t change

pigeons on a powerline.

Brando’s sitting pretty, big as Buddha on an island he owns and will probably sink.

You said you lost your right shoe in the drink somewhere off Baja

and I believed you. Why would you lie?
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Doc,

The drink that once licked me all over is now kicking me. There are feet in the lines—

human and inhuman. Remember when the ocean was thought to end in a waterfall? I bet the 

liquid comets lit up the abyss all the way down. I bet dying is only beautiful in the movies. Did 

you know you were beautiful? Could you feel it?

P

…

The junky with the sax is blowing

where the ghost walks backwards

on blue trails of words.

Who was your Bird, Yardbird? 

Did she walk backwards?

Diamondback, black with gold diamonds.

You will know the messenger but misunderstand the message:

a rubber snake on a dashboard

a leopard-skinned seat-cover in a blackberry bramble.

You saw the blade’s teeth before you sawed the coffin.

Of course the shark survives.

A man on a board disappears

before the jaws collapse, the wave he appears

to come out of covers him again, and again

he comes out.
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The traffic in Los Angeles was necessary.

Trafficking amongst ghosts

whose signals only certain receivers transmit.

This is only a test

says the television rainbow.

At Monticello Jefferson lets his black boy go

and he grows to manhood: alcoholic, suicide.

Now the phone is busy, Beatrice doesn’t know who you are

and the last grapefruit sits in the dirt like a diffused sun.

At first I don’t believe what you say is taking over

between the hyphen and the next line.

If a horse jumps over the wall

I hope to be on it.

…

Your not knowing is interfering with mine.

At thirty-two feet per second squared

the water rises toward the man

and the bridge trembles.

Death is old-fashioned, a Viking

on a wooden raft of fire.

Point, jetty, reef, beachbreak—

revisions are endless

and summer the only thing faster

than light.
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You blow on the dice and I know

a ghost can only alter the event if another event

doesn't precede it. Even so it’s odd 

how the story that puts you to sleep keeps rewinding itself in my mind

how ungrateful the ghost is after all the blind trust

bestowed on its absence.

…

A crow walks clumsily to the roof edge, peers down, hesitates

leaps into flight.

The library requires a skeleton key.

The books are burned on a beach in Puget Sound. 

One, a story about a boy bucked from a white horse

and forced by his “courage-demanding mother” to remount, survives.

Later he has a dream about dark horses with dark riders emerging from the sea.

Understanding magic came naturally and now

while men are working in the bathroom with powertools

a hawk is scything the air above a powerline.

Obsession with Merlin coincides with the ocean in each particular.

Imagine riding a perfect wave in the Dead Sea

intensity of perception waxing and waning over generations

under a mountain a god once set on fire

not knowing what we’d take it to mean

a diamond-shaped glass bookcase with nothing in it.
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Legs, human, rising from rubber fins

try not to think about the shark.

A word paints a picture you don’t want to see

but the sea is as kind as war is, and beautiful.

You get to rewrite the book.

I leave it in a coffee shop, you pick it up

and now the horse is leaving the stable

the stability of words called into question

the horizon as white as the shark.

The actual one and the one in your mind merge. 

Clouds of stars retreat at a rate proportional to the race

you’re running away from—

trails of phosphorescence, your night hand moving in the sea.

…

Tomorrow the sleek white belly of a bird will descend

like a word whose meaning you remember

falling thru a sunroof

rain only slightly uncomfortable

like dying with your tie on.

Tonight you walk the shell-littered shore and look at the trigger-shaped moon.
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Rooted to an invisible sun

the last thing the passenger remembers

is a syringe plinking down a cement wash.

Earlier someone else, a needle of rum in his arm, dies in his arms.

In a day or so sun, seagulls 

offshore wind, waves raveling and unraveling

morning glories along the lattice 

along the cobblestone alley

mourning doves.

A state of affairs.

Thought comes, words and their tracings

a lilac in a photograph.

If you know where it is you don’t know how fast it’s moving

if you know how fast it’s moving you don’t know where it is.

…

America’s favorite witch twitches her nose and turns her stepfather into a rabbit.

You stay up all night haunting me with ocean sounds

I leave the light on, the whiskey in the fridge.

Come morning every particle is visible and you remember.

Something about the moon in a teacup.

The door is ajar, and whether it’s holding flowers or whiskey

it knows who you are.
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I feel like cutting off my tongue and mailing it to the king

who wanted to be Commissioner of Baseball.

Another day and the whole world would be behind us

cheering us on without hands or mouths.

Try to take both roads at the same time 

an electron

but approval has its limitations

armless soldiers and charred flags.

On the bed the well-rounded character of the dust

the brother who loved to play doctor with the guts 

of cars, the river, its sandy banks and willows.

Then Momma Joad's hands collapsed together “like tired lovers”

finally the bum in the back of the barn

suckling the breast of Rosasharn.

My life changes, the seasons, their descriptions

the mole in the back of the mind and the warning on the pill bottle

typed in Hebrew.

…

A cat named Scooter Pie dies

and all the girls in the mall are displaying themselves

like male birds in spring. 

Nothing is edible in heaven.

The light as terrible as your will, you enter 

a room with a soft lamp and a soft chair.
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The fish off the coast of Vancouver are plentiful

but the most desirable species must be thrown back.

One man claimed to have caught King James 

and Sir Walter Scott in the same net.

Emotion is temporal.

An expert in home cosmography tries to prove dreams are composed of waves and particles.

Thinking is a lonely business.

You didn’t hear the buzz, so when the bee landed in the brandy

you drank it and it stung.

The plant hanging from the trellis looks like the hair of an Irish goddess

the mask more interesting than the person

the death mask, the zip code. 

…

You went to the woods deliberately. 

Your name follows you everywhere, the pronunciation different

each time and each time you hear me laugh

you forget for a moment that I’m dead.

If the riddle doesn’t exist, why did you leave behind a trail of question marks?

An iridescent fly lands on your hand, flies away

and lands again on your hand—

a theory of poetry.

A love of numbers, an obsession with similarities

a floral pattern, an iridescent fly.

“How many times do I have to tell you. I’m not coming back. I’m leaving. For good.”
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Dear O,

The red dress draped over my bedpost this morning made me think of Venus. Don’t 

throw this letter away until I tell you what I mean. Hegel didn’t like eggs. I don’t know this for a 

fact, but egg and knowledge and fact are three different nouns, two of which point to nothing 

empirical. We had omelets and wine last night by the fireplace, me and my inner you. 

Love,

X

…

Words, you’re still making them up and pointing down at the napkin on the bar.

Thought advances on an empty throne

a museum built exclusively for the blind

the battle against entropy.

American flag on a mountain

thunder and lightning, sky turns purple at twilight.

One ray finds a fissure in the dark cloud mass

and beams steadily on the flag.

It’s written by Mark or Samuel.

It was all supposed to add up to something.

I sleep under a freeway overpass.

Grass will never grow here again.

Will you still stop somewhere, waiting for me?
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The boat is clean and the spirit moves across the water.

I was working in a crematorium at the time.

Are there enough holes 

in the theory to give the question

how can you remember what you didn’t experience

a higher status on the food chain?

By the unexamined hypothesis that he would be incapable of lying

we take a dying man’s last words to be truthful.

Even if his name is Mark Twain.

…

Left in a basket floating down river

the word is unforgettable.

It doesn’t matter when you forget 

because the satellite dish has been fixed

and words are being broadcast all around.

You choose the word nothing

the one that can’t be reduced.

Being burst out of it

the wave’s hollowness collapsing and ejecting.

Now the coral is visible

but I can’t see the coral tree on the cliff.

Once set in motion stopping is only a change of direction.
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Here the translation is murky.

The word Narcissus is legible

but the other words are broken off or smudged.

How long do you stare at your eyes before you realize

you have to throw them back?

A mountain chickadee in a half-burnt pine

a turkey vulture over a half-burnt mountain

odd the way words manage their affairs

extra-marital and/or terrestrial

openly concealed

the action of thought with and without volition.

History too would have to be thrown back

and language expand and contract

like a theory of a universe one could build.

…

Empirical evidence

visual perception thru a hole in the roof

proves the constellations have altered but little

and that we’re still here

in the past

a yellow rose in the chimney-sweep’s hat.
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On a boat in Puget Sound

fishing for words. Orcas 

big as dictionaries

blowing.

Icy air from the core of the ninth circle

half the core at Three Mile Island melts.

Smooth oily Styx.

Larkspurs believe courage is being able to die without scaring anyone.

We stay up until the stars fade out.

It's as if we have our eyes back.

To make a poem without the benefit of being alive

look directly into the word nothing

and feel its weight bend the water into the shape of your dive.

…

If done correctly the universe

relieved of the obligation to make sense

will float into place, taking the place of perfection

and you won’t be able to tell who’s purring.

Her name is Olive and she dies. 

Yes it was sad but like you said

leukemia is a lovely word.
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What the ghost feeds me I feed the shark

The Great Square of Pegasus, four seagulls on the lawn.

It’s all choreographed—from roof to wall to ground and back.

Clockwork. The hands disappear into the time 

it takes to compose the sentence.

…

They stop burning rice stubble in order to resuscitate the flyway.

Numbers are still disproportionate—

birds on the refuge shooting gallery to birds on the swamp-patched meadows.

Toxins in the smoke

older than syntax.

The clock around the ankle of the hawk

the language-game that differentiates between one resemblance.

Your face doesn’t appear in the text

to make someone feel at ease

which seems to suggest foul play.

Crows roll down little hills of snow.

Biological purpose. Teleology. A game.

Throw them in the air and let the letters break the spell.

Night-crawlers. Words at night.

Either divine blindness

or a chasm of neverending sight.

The knuckles will be smooth when the skeleton is found

because I was a peaceful man and I was afraid.
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When you return you’re younger than your twin brother.

Paradox proved with one jet and two atomic clocks

a bicycle on a ghost ride.

Throw your twin off the cliff.

The ocean extorts. Arms and alms. Lineage.

Patience growing between weeds.

This is the pane of a window behind which someone contemplates someone dead.

One needle on a trail lined with massive firs. Falls.

Who helps you up and who fills in the holes 

with pieces of words: anim, kull, ictu?

The mechanism in the animal’s skull that pictures a map, itself a map.

…

Doc,

I hid so well I still haven’t been found. Now I’m wondering how many of you there are 

and how many of me. The head of the library’s lost-and-found claims her ancestors communicate

with her via typos in certain editions of certain books. In one of the books a man “vins” in the 

moments of transition between pushing it up and walking back down to meet it, a stone. Since 

he’s eternally condemned to this labor, he must be allowed the indefinite use of his limbs and 

internal organs, and the atmosphere in which he labors must contain at least oxygen and carbon 

dioxide and the atmosphere must, along with the man, act upon the stone, and the stone must 

therefore erode and eventually the man will be able to hold the stone, or should I say the pebble, 

in his hand. And so he will “vin” in another sense.

P

…
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Twilight gives the California gull its snowy sheen

highlights the red of the Heermann’s bill

the sinking sun a fluorescent orange iceberg.

Ersatz, my consciousness 

for me, the road swerves 

between the beautifully 

stratified cliff and the sea.

…

Dear You,

Words can only carry one so far. Because I hadn’t looked, I mean really looked for so 

long, I hadn’t realized how multifarious the scarecrow is. Now its smile is a child’s drawing, and 

now it’s something out of Baudelaire. 

Me

…

Dear Me,

To change the way you see is to change the way you use words, which changes the way 

you count. Language amounts.

You

…
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In one I'm being chased and in the other I'm chasing.

Parts of speech change direction i.e. stop.

The overwhelming majority of motion goes unnoticed

words slipping thru cracks, psychological

in single file, delete.

Wherever they go must be a nameless place

perhaps beautiful, perhaps real.

Swirling blue-green body streaked with white

is it only celestial if you’re not on it?

It’s a merry-go-round on which the revelation occurs

that your point of view, instead of a frame, could be a spinning circle of reference.

…

Twice the distance in half the time. Churn

language’s thicket and briefly it burns.

Then grief, but occasionally the delicious smell 

of campfire smoke and solitude.

In the woods it would appear regularly, the word deer.

The connection is also the difference

as if you can smell the word fragrance.
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The space a mouth occupies in place of Achilles

forms a shield around the unsaid.

The theory that takes solidity for granted

makes a hole thru which a speech wave passes.

…

Grain by sunlit grain, the mind. Fragments 

a cypress whipped by salty wind

a monolith with a crack thru which Sagittarius drips light

filling an imaginary sea 

this is your sex

coffee on the breath of a lover

salt on flesh

the pool 

Narcissus looks into 

echoes.

The flower belongs to your hand’s apparition

holding words firmly and with grace

the way you hold a man, the fragrance of meaning with- 

held, never cleansed of misappropriation.
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A bookcase crashing down in a quake is the twist in the tale

the tryst between a pig-tailed girl in a parable and forested mist

transformed into a city of men and money.

Longing—the torn distance replaced by more.

…

A church-bell in a snowy wood, the mind 

by accrual, meaning by accrual

is a cruel design—language as means of survival.

The man-crafted church forms a hollow

for the tree-dwellers can perform no miraculous acts 

of giddiness and danger within. 

An edifice gives way, the artifice.

Among damp leaves twigs in a purple twirl

where word and world switch places.

Without a patent clerk to inform the universe

a book beneath a pine, berries 

perpetually replenished and authorless.

Hairdo, brain, jar, coda. 

Whether the empty jar contains emptiness 

formed to fit and fill or is filled with air

the ghost filters it, its hair illumined 

beneath a pine, its hair a basket a few needles enter.

The criteria for the need to question eludes the need alluding to it.

Emptiness, air illumined. Enter it.
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Scaffolding, cranes and hard-hatted men.

Felling the intelligible. 

Words. Woods.

The dictionary cannot untie 

a knot in the thought of a ghost.

The dictionary is a snake and a hole

a magic lens for magnifying a wooden past 

overtaken by knowhow, a termite in the mind.

The house you built has become a bridge between curiosity’s forepaw

and something tethered to a sinking mass.

Barnacled mussels cling to a piling, a split rail, tar-splattered.

Rambunctious teenagers fire bee-bees at a bottle and miss.

Ping-graze and curse the heavens of language

but don’t dare when it plunges dive in.

…

Hammer,

I haven’t the time nor the inclination at present to explain, but a matter of grave…, so you

must remove yourself at once to The Palace—and godspeed! I shall expect your arrival by 

nightfall, and fear not the serpent in the lake, for I can assure you, as assuredly as…, that It is 

dead.

With utmost haste,

Nail

…
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A bird digs a hole in the sky

an infinitely complex network of interstices

to be speech concealed in eucalyptus.

Against a stone a flamingo’s shadow preens.

Because of the relative inelasticity of the neck

the human head is incapable of making a 180 degree turn.

The past faces us directly.

…

No one in the family has a glass eye

but all are addicted to the illusion of seeing.

The only visible portion of Winifred’s house is a bright red door. 

An urn found in a garage is released of its contents over Puget Sound.

Thru the holes in the net the fish-eyed stars stare.

Dewdrop on leaflet, lit surface in which an aphid sees 

the small circular objects of its seeing.

Lot’s wife holds up a freeway

and the day arrives on time

in the once-poetry of ordinary speech

the day’s gloom

the day’s sweet.
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A rearranged transparency changes nothing

the need to fake-flower the sterile landscape of a bank

while the reeds along the bank wither.

You read about it, past and present 

red as the smog-laced twilight.

Birch leaves like yellow arrowheads land gently in the yard.

It's full on Halloween for the first time in fifty odd years

a jack-o-lantern moon rising now above powerlines.

This, you say, is a philosophical abyss

formed by the Former foaming at the mouth for six days

every day a new humiliation, America the Beautiful.

My hands are monstrous in the firelight.

The firelight is monstrous in my hands.

…

Being and Time or Being and Nothingness?

A frying pan over the head for forgetting.

Chocolate-covered ants in Dali’s frying pan

chocolate and pepper 

tastes like poetry, a melted clock.
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Pushing a rock-hard word up a winding staircase with the wind in your face.

Now it only happens in the movies.

A poster of Marilyn in public, her pubic hair showing in the bulb-flash.

Surrounding her, men

some with cameras and some with ideas.

Appalling chivalry—Lancelot and Gwenivere burning in the sun

around which drunken planets.

Your thoughts I imagine tail-chasing Martians with huge clocks.

This is subtext of course, a love of logic, a mushroom cloud.

Look out across a sea at the shaft of sunlight

melding a rippled surface into what the French boy calls éternité

the image ingests itself, the image of an ideal.

The leaves of a half-shed maple in the half-light

left by the exterior decorator as “art”

driveways, sidewalks and newly mown patches of lawn

succumb to the bright creatures beneath.

…

In another translation “And on the table, bread and wine.”

No chairs, no people, no stairs and no steeple.

Only the bare image 

grunting around a tent, its mouth shaped like a basket you hold 

the bread gone moldy and the wine to vinegar

Dionysus in chains but singing like the sea.
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From here you can drive south and watch the Pacific slowly

from navy to turquoise. 

From here you can hear the noise 

of commerce between the dead.

“Meat Department, telephone line one. Meat Department line one.”

I work the graveyard shift at a crematorium, answering phones.

By your teeth the meat departs from the bones.

Bone-chips in the urn, cash in the drawer.

…

A man who makes a telescope powerful enough 

to glimpse the Gates of Heaven builds a series 

of more and more powerful telescopes

until the last one enables him to see God.

He never thinks to build another, more powerful telescope.

This isn’t retribution, one of Ovid’s tricks

or what’s become of syntax since you sold your ego. 

In the darkroom, turned into a mirror-image of darkness.

Proof. Poof.
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Q,

I have met the most wonderful woman in the store. She came to purchase two avocados, 

half a cantaloupe, various specimens of peppers, a package of organic cheese and a beautifully 

bulbous watermelon. She was ordinary in appearance, but emanating from her interior was the 

most remarkably soft and sweet kindness, and it was genuine, as if what they call “happiness” 

resided in her bones. My curiosity led me to discover that she plays a long and gorgeous harp 

which she lays in the blanketed bed of her truck, and that she is preparing something called 

“tofurkey” for Thanksgiving dinner, after which she will perform a concert. Yes, a remarkable 

specimen, but what is extraordinary is that she is not the only one. Which brings me to the reason

why I am writing you in the first place. In short, I was wrong. We always agreed that far less 

than a trillionth of the combined plant and animal species possessed even the remotest 

unfavorable characteristics. We also agreed that absolutely none were vile, but we never could 

agree on the main animal species. We even debated the term “main”—whether or not it was 

appropriate and the criteria for determining its appropriateness, its homophone in this language 

as it applies to other animal species, etc. Sure, the majority of the main animal species is 

anything but wise, but there is a warmth here that glows, and unlike the infra-red given off by 

their bodies, it cannot be measured. 

Zandor

…

A race of sagacious horses and a race of devolved men.

Because they are rational the horses have no word for what we call “a lie.” 

Not ivory or snow or the dove over the Dover Cliffs

but the whiteness between

the sperm’s whiteness and the whale’s.
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Sunlight thru the curling top of a lip and you 

in the womb-like hollowness while the wave rends itself

are you coming to shore, or does the water deepen beneath Charon’s ore?

A kite halts in mid-flight. 

It will do it again for another pair of eyes

perhaps yours, while you’re halting in mid-sentence

long lines of clouds at dusk like glowing text

long lines of waves, glassy ink-colored lumps in the kelp-bed.

Over and over the shorerush says yesss

waves pump and break like hearts.

To love the sounds incapable of loving.

The bottle that drinks. The whole tide in one wave

its message indecipherable.

…

But a bug is eating its way thru a drop of petrified sap

a bug shaped like a g.

Good God, it’s the second round and the stringy model is dying of image.

It’s all wrong. The g was supposed to stand for something else

pushing tendrils out of its pouch

out of the first eyeball. Cyclops

how long before the dove finds the branch thru which the bug is eating?
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An old woman bent over a book

her right eye magnified in a magnifying glass. 

Lovers in bushes and drunks in brick bathrooms

when darkness comes a man whips out his snakelight and illumines the manuscript

something about the dust and gas-hole of space-time.

I was wrong, a universe without bounds

blinds itself to your needs.

Wind wracks the blinds and rewinds the speech.

 “Let there be nothing” and there was nothing.

…

The L.A. river is a concrete wash of graffiti and hepatitis

washing the ghosts of dead drunks into an oily sea.

Black gulls, black terns and black plovers

only our mistakes belong to us. 

The ghostly waters of some crab

or horse-head nebula.

Quill, a flying/writing instrument

the ritual of goodbye performed alone.

This way when the dam bursts it will warrant your appeal

a city erected in honor of the great denial.
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Two stars for everyone

binary systems either-oring thru the void.

The logician is erect

licking his hand like a cat. Meaning sees double 

the cue-ball in the corner pocket.

“You scratch like a dog.”

…

Ball breaks thru mitt

the air tinged with the smell of singed leather.

Pitcher assumes God is in a good mood.

A piece of the first letter caught 

and the flames of words ensued.

With a flat thwack on the back of my knees I crumble, I pray.

In the morning the water is sheet-glass

reflecting streaks of murres and surf scoters.

Peeling waves, perfection in the mind as you wake and peel the sweaty sheet.

The proposition “this is a proposition” cannot be proved or disproved.

The city is a complex series of checkerboards rotated by degrees 

to fit and fill. 

An ashtray like a bathtub full of hot butts.

And there are candles. There is candy.

You walk out of the room but leave your seed

in a book, so decades later someone else

someone who’s eaten centuries alone.
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The book lay in the musty closet of a guest cabin surrounded by firs.

The cabin was torn down ten years ago, but the guest still inhabits the firs.

A cottage, a village and a bridge from the mainland to Treasure Island.

Some words we never tire of, the gist the musty smell of a book.

The village burns down in 1905, a crucial year for wive's tales.

When you make real eye-contact with a squirrel your own squirrelness

both connects and separates. Some say 

the village went on to become the Atlantis of the Sound.

Wive's tale, the distance between a memory and

the squirrel hesitates, runs back and forth like time.

Almond blossoms signal spring, the nuts curled up

tucked in green pouches, smell of semen.

Cot, cottage, crotch—the sentence—the bridge across which the squirrel

the bridge that connects and separates.

…

Doc,

I’ve known courtesy, dignity, even love on one hand. And yes, headache and heartache 

on the other—the descent to the final precipice above the abyss, the madness of gravity. I’ve 

committed suicide a thousand times in my mind but only one actual attempt. 

Sincerely,

P

Ps. The difference between solitude and loneliness, is it like the right hand not knowing what the 

left hand is doing? 
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An onion speared thru the heart floating in Vodka.

A man negotiates. The earth spins

the barstool spins

your fingerprint on the ashtray and your assprint on the stool.

When Gabriel speaks the gates shake.

No one listens

so the ghost sheds its nothingness like skin

gold diamonds on black skin.

Almonds in a tin can rattle because your hand shakes.

Shakes the clown drives a convertible and juggles the hypothesis

your eyes, one in each hand.

They flew out the window, birds that were a metaphor.

Wings that whir. 

…

“I have battered my brains against you a thousand times and lost. Very well then, I will batter 

them again.”

Optical illusions

while you’re gazing dreamily at the wind-chimes

tar and pigeon droppings, a poet in the ghetto of the mind. 

Tomorrow it will rain on one house only.

Drops on the roof and the window-panes:

Shiva 

diphthong 

hermaphrodite.
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The most beautiful thing I ever saw was

(Reader,

I just realized that saw was is a palindrome, like Sexton’s “rat’s star.” I mention this only 

in passing, a passing realization not to be confused with the gist of the poem.

Writer)

closed for precautionary measures.

How do you measure a precaution?

In five billion years it will expand and eat the system, the measure.

A spiked crown Kronos rings around a phantom scepter

shrinks the memory of your dead twin

no longer a dream indistinguishable from the real.

Suckled by the she-wolf the founders of Rome.

The paradox breathes life into your twin, your demise.

Wisdom is not wise. Repeat

the paradox breathes the suckled

out of hidden velocities. Cities. 

…

The fact of a flicker in a white pine in December

and the picture of a dog in your mind, your dog.

Someone shoots the bird and the dog fetches it.

It happens every day and every day you put the binoculars away

close the bird book and sit down to drink.

The dog will lick you awake in the morning, a December morning, snowy.

It covers the dead bird. 
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“It was the fact of the flicker, your honor, not the flicker itself.”

In another version you claim self-defense, a mechanism of some sort

that began the universe.

Words morph. It only seems obvious/odious.

An actual dog standing before you, tongue and tail wagging.

I say dog and you picture a dog or a picture of a dog.

She wants you to throw something.

The pitcher smiles, and in the cave of his mouth something hangs.

Language isn’t part of the furniture, it is the furniture 

however the other decides to rearrange it.

Barry Bonds, for instance, stares into a puddle.

A bug enters and blurs the image

but gradually it returns—an earring.

…

Dear Doc,

For the past five years my life has been divided between the days I drink and the days I 

don’t, and since the latter constitutes about a tenth I remember less than a tenth of the past five 

years. As to your other question concerning my long-term memory, it’s still pretty much intact. 

There are a few early memories I feel I’d be better off without, but unfortunately no amount of 

drink will erase them.

Sincerely,

P

…
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The green glow of a nebula approaches the point from which all things

re-recorded and re-released on DVD.

The alter-ego the invention that makes time-travel possible

a paramecium circumnavigates a snake's pupil.

To shed the skin of the old and form the skin of the new

the ear must be eaten. 

The snake is not the war 

stone, the philosopher’s nor the stone of Sisyphus.

The Blarney Stone wreaks of vomit.

Intuit the meaning and the dream disappears

replaced by an ordinary sequence of days.

This is not your life.

There is no up or down in the universe. One verse 

bearing across, a circle

a snake with its tail in its mouth.

…

Ouroboros,

About the metamorphosis of the meter—the rhythm, the measure, all that stuff we 

thought we figured out the other night—well, we were wrong. I would love nothing more than a 

game of stick ball, but they’re sending me messages and I have to write them down. It’s about 

keeping the critics at bay, the San Francisco Bay in which a Bonds homer, the souls of suicides, 

radical windsurfers and drunk fishermen gather to pay homage to Harold and Maud.

Honestly,

Q

…
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Prick the sky and it rains.

The Giants are falling

despite splash-balls at home

and on the road over the roof of Ruth.

…

M,

Doubt that the sun doth move 

but never doubt that I love.

From H’s letter to O,

E

…

In the process of looking the book vanishes

replaced by the rules of the game.

Unruly, the waves demand longer, more drawn-out maneuvers.

Words turning against. We played the game, the wave

surged where the tern turned back against the sky.

To juxtapose the medium with distance.

“I think he means what he says, he really thinks it happens that way. But I take the Martians to 

be metaphors for what actually happens. It’s not that he doesn’t have words for what actually 

happens. Either words don’t have words for it, or only words have words for it. They.”
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Dear Jack,

A letter is a subatomic particle, highly unstable. A word is an atom, a homophone, the 

basic building block and the first man. From the Hebrew, out of ha-adam (earth) emerges adam 

(man and, in this case, word). In the expanding model—language—zillions of galaxies, godzillas

of stars—possible idiolects and possible combinations of words. The animal burrows. The 

animal forgets itself. This is the only correspondence between a universe of mostly empty space 

and what is meant/felt by love.

O

…

Meaning refuses, reignites. Your lips barely touch the rim of the glass to sip.

Winifred said of the great 17th century poet, Lady Oliveaux, “her houses have no doors.” This 

could not pertain only to the fact that she wrote exclusively in blocks, leaving virtually no white 

space within the poems. Certainly it also suggests that the poems are opaque, allowing the reader

no access. Whether or not her houses have windows Winifred doesn’t tell us.

…

M,

Christmas was maddening. My drunk mother was like a rooster that won’t let you think 

and won’t let you keep from wanting to shoot it in the temple point-blank.

I need you,

E

…
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Meaning was a spark.

Sparks flew and dogs barked.

You might think a spark should land now on the tree and set it slowly, beautifully aflame

but you’re beginning to like the squirrel.

Language crackles as it breathes.

Pops sap-drops. Sap drips slowly

slower than the phoebe on the lower apex, face turned back and up

at the façade beneath the upper apex.

Dead ladybugs litter the balcony.

Saying something high-pitched, double-eed

a p, an m or a ch at the end or beginning of each

you flit down, pick up a ladybug and fly back to the tree.

Possibilities: peem, meep, meech, cheem, peech, cheep.

Words as collateral, co-lateral.

You keep the cheep peech

I’ll keep the meech of the peem.

Either the mulch of the poem 

or the gulch above which the German word for tree

makes you kiss the air.

…

How much slower would you have had to go to make it past 40? Or for DT not to get the DTs 

and get past 39?

No quitters in the seaside house.

If the critters are there their vocabulary is infinitely small.

It’s raining again and again the maple is shedding its leaves on the shed.
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Dear O,

Stopped by your woods tonight. It's snowing and no one's home, so I come inside. A 

warbler has shit on the kitchen counter and is flitting around the living room.

Ps. The oven bird is ready.

…

Squeeze it onto the strip of crabmeat and into the bottle of Mexican beer.

Your fingers, even the words smell like lemon. 

The bird speaks 

where lemons hang in the sun. 

The mouth waters. Every day 

reality plays tricks on the waters

separates speaker

from spoken, gets you to believe the gate 

is made of wood and the poem, words. 

Infinitely close, it says things never touch

the gate never closes. 

Or tricks you into believing.

The rusty hinge and latch crack. Nothing 

is a morpheme, a white-hot penny nail, the moon

risen behind the chimney of a house made of sounds.
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One finger dangling beneath the catcher’s crotch

“bring the gas, Arthur, he’s thinkin’ curve.”

Steve Sax, the saxophone moans my youth for you.

Meet Jack, the hamburger man, the baseball fan.

Ghosts eat imaginary burgers with real mouths

Rimbaud pauses for eternity. 

…

The seamless book of days and nights descending, descending always.

Stand in a forest in a hole that used to be Walden Pond.

Blocked from re-entry by your bootsoles

is a regrettable universe.

One line circles nine times and ends in a warning—

black ice.

You drink the shadows of words and sleep in an elevator

the broken pen in your shirt pocket bleeding across your chest.

I'm thinking about the voices tricks play and you wander off again, poeming

The city is ugly, bright and cheap

But I have chimneys to sweep

And ashes to ponder before I weep

And ashes to ponder before I weep.
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Smoke spumes from the grate, the manhole.

Vulcan is thought to be closer to the sun than Mercury

so someone squeezes and drips the melting speed of it onto a canvas

the mind behind the uncertainty principle like a raisin in the sun.

Or does it explode?

Spring—little explosions of color

stars like tips of ballpoint pens.

Bagged Andy Garcia’s groceries today but didn’t have the nerve to quote Lorca

the oleander poem. We become friends, discuss you, a movie about you

and the impossibility of anyone but Brando to play the lead

but he’s too old and fat, so we get drunk and discuss your ghost.

She likes the smell of my armpits after a workout

says I smell like a horse.

I tell her she can ride me into the sunset and she laughs, undresses.

The next day she writes a poem called Little Dresses

Every girl had one,/ a red bike and a hole in the center.

Widening triangle of sunlight on the Pacific

wanting the huge black barge in the middle of it to mean something

so I ask Andy

does breath dissolve into word, always the word death?

…

Deer X,

I see you thru the trees, but I can’t see the forest because of you.

Deer O

…
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Deer O,

You’re getting on my nerves.

Deer X

…

Beneath a frosty moon the house is lowered from a pulley

a little machine at the base of the throat.

Lorca and Rilke, I bet you like saying their names back and forth.

Nothingness drifts. Icicle-like teeth crack 

the mirror and you appear. Vexed.

A wand turns the moon into currency you carry in your shirt pocket

a larynx links the living and the dead

the Aborigine and the wand.

All the starry talk tells us nothing, your vexations.

That the sun will come up tomorrow

that the Giants will win the pennant

and the year will be four seasons rolled into one

moon, a big white baseball.

Therefore God is a prediction.

Pre-diction contradicts text.

Where God is a big white baseball the moon is a white-hot coin.

Swing the bat.

The bat clings upside-down.

A cave is a city is a man. Stalactites and stalagmites

like the shark’s open mouth

Plato reflected in an icicle.
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A marsh in which a green heron

enough greenbacks to turn the marsh into a golf course

your language is a submarine dressed 

like a shark, a humiliating disguise 

swims and eats and makes little capitalists.

A word bets its meaning on the rough beast it slouches toward

its news perpetual noise, forms like molecules

or radio waves from pulsars.

Yearning for a love-life in outer space

blackbody radiation 

a body radiates what another body receives.

Even an imaginary body receives.

…

Yours is a frequency I tune and jam.

I eat peanuts like the shark eats fish and forget

how hungry the ghost is.

The difference between choosing and being chosen

turns the past into a wrapped present

a green bird nailed to a paper sky.
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In the expanding model the dictionary is cold 

and black, your eyes 

gouged out by beauty and booze.

When Cage says there’s not enough of nothing in it

a shark mangles the cage.

From shore and underwater, from pier, dock and jetty 

Cage records the sounds of the sea.

You take it to be evidence of ghostly interference

and the mechanical shark mechanically exits the poem.

The lip of a shell and the lip of a wave

are tulips. Place them on the grave.

The shark cannot re-enter the poem mechanically.

It must be conjured up from the deep to take fish from our lines.

…

An Australian Shepherd with one blue eye and one green

gathers herself up and walks down

to a patch of grass by a creek, lays down on her side

stops her breath and dies.

On night’s black tongue the saltgrains of stars dissolve

one blue and one green. 

The staircase descends in circles, each one steeper than the last.

“Three outs left, kid, to a perfect game.”

There are only nine numbers.

The rest repeat themselves, the eternal rest.
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The repetitive sound a dog makes as an ambulance 

approaches unravels into a howl.

Things are never quiet around here:

planes streak thru the sky like sharks

waves break and reform, the skullcap moon 

fills with light, then shade—months 

fading into years, an increasing number 

that corresponds to nothing—the precise time of noon 

impossible to measure, locate or contain.

…

Folly foils the duke, the dupe.

Your tongue swirls around mine, our lips repeat and part.

“Pretty little worm, pretty little maggot”

this is the fragmentation of the firmament

billions of broken bottles.

You count the stars.

Tormented, it means to tear open the mind.

The interpreter doesn’t find any Martians. Just the usual furniture

but well-greased and arranged with extraordinary precision and care.

There are places which seem to be transparent

and there are places that are.

The exact number of stars in the universe

two frogs beside a pond

three studs whinnying in their stalls.

They don’t understand Plato 

because they don’t know what a lie is.
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Largely by language the little mole works its way. It’s 

the changing surface, not the depth of the hole.

Both drunk they teeter on the cliff, graves behind and ocean beneath.

The only invalid proposition in the English language is he or she or it 

is dead.

Soon the movie will not be about anything any of us are familiar with.

“The only reason I committed such a gruesome act against Nature is…”

There is contact there is separation they are rapid.

…

At the typewriter for so many years monkeys do more than Simon Says.

They type an exact replica of the universe

naming Uranus’s satellites after Shakespeare’s heroines.

Stars are graphemes.

When the monkeys speak we look at each other and shrug.

In time when the monkeys speak we learn to look at the stars.

We think we’re on to something.

The Kryptonians die of vanity and Superman is paralyzed

but in the wall beside the backdoor of your house is a faded metal box

with a gold milk bottle etched on the surface.

The Dead Milkmen lost a song called Corporation Influx.

Inside the box the thought of a milk bottle

and the thought of the grail

switch places.
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Dear M,

I still don’t understand the thing about the lemon. Yes, it’s easier to throw a screwball 

with and it’s harder to hit, but is it like sex? When we unpeel each other and enter? Yes, squeeze 

it onto the salmon fillet and butter the corn. Not even Ty Cobb could hit a lemon screwball.

Love,

E

…

Do you have ice in your veins? 

Mia Hamm cannot convince you the World Cup is the grail.

The fifth seal describes the grail as a half-eaten yellowfin tuna

its eyes turned back at the shark that ate its other half.

The sun can only penetrate a league.

The bottom of the sea with stingrays

cleave the surface. Words connect

by separating, your face reflected in the grail.

Words leave us, red leaves streaming from the sweetgum.

Logic is the left hand of the skeleton in the snow

its wedding ring still clinging to its wedding bone.

Gwenivere, la brúja, flies across the snowball moon.

Her silhouette is a belief system, her grail silver armor and lance.

Take it off, mi amór, and show me your broomstick.

I swallow your sword but you pierce your own side.

The table is not round.

Crooked moon, cock-eyed snake

the sword gouged into the stone gleams.
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Dear Q,

Your name is like an arrow hitting a shield. Grown men, warriors tried and true, fighting 

over the shield of Achilles. Symbols, we still use them childishly, pile folly upon folly. There 

must be another way.

Ps. A word is growing in your abdomen. It wants your voice.

Zandor

…

Here will be a city

the tallest building of which stands

beneath a helicopter about to land.

As if Dante and Virgil are a big dragonfly.

In the city it’s frightened of their surroundings and it’s frightened of each other.

Words flare like cherries, flake like ashes

a used car salesman eats angelfood cake.

You must learn, says Virgil, to walk with… 

but the helicopter or the dragonfly are too loud

and I’m too far away.  
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The ghost traverses the 1800s and spills the grail

onto an Oriental rug in an otherwise empty den.

No lions and no Chinamen. You don’t understand 

in the 1800s what the bugs in the logic are up to.

Now you’re getting better at deciphering one bug from another.

Ladybugs form a massive cluster on the balcony.

Red sky. Black stars.

Picasso compares counting the women he fucks to counting the stars.

It's a painting.

When the red man asks the white man how many more white men are coming

the white man points to the sky and says “like the stars.”

It’s a movie.

It’s possible to hear a painting and paint a movie.

Wittgenstein is a long poem about the language the ghost 

transmits but cannot receive. 

Words are black meaning white.

White as an egret meaning stabs a fish. Egret-colored moon

Wittgenstein dies of it, the equation that solves itself.

…

Snakes are orphaned at birth

Orpheus a singer in a snakepit.

To make sense of a proposition split 

the limbs into half and quarter moons.

The tree is huge. You need a big axe

the crickets are huge, their legs the legs of fullbacks.

This is the one-yard-line

this is the sound that love makes.
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CEOs levitate like UFOs.

Picks an oreo out of a dumpster and eats it

is a description.

Using the same language differently

neither bums or CEOs

the flash is astonishing.

Two contrails cross like an X in the sky

four congruent angles

wanting to be one meaning

for X to equal anything but X

and the sideways 8 to be the love symbol.

Imagine an X carved into your chest.

If I say it symbolizes a generation the contrails evaporate.

A proposition and its validity are not the same

which is why when you open the chest

the treasure only appears.

…

Everyone has two heads and eight limbs.

We Ferris-wheel

until Zeus splits us in half.

You can’t tell which is the voice of the witch or how tall.

From the basement a deep throb, a cobwebbed piano

and from the attic a mangled harp 

dangling from the neck of a mannequin.

This is the house of petitions

a million signatures against the kingdom.
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The computer justifies the poem

hanging from the strand of web

whose hinge is the center of the mind.

The Hopi creation myth says Grandmother Spider

spins the world into existence.

It says poetry doesn’t change things, it reveals.

The grasshopper, for instance, sees sideways thru forests of grass

but doesn’t see the sticky web it hops into.

If the universe is a sideways 8

the poem is a red dot

a laser-lock on the president’s face. Pop 

culture not a team sport—the gaudiness 

of flags wrap the country’s wounds like gauze.

…

Meanwhile the ceaseless indifference of the sea.

Soldiers. Gas prices.

If you look closely you can see them blinking like mad.

To count the stars use a base-five system

four vertical slashes and one diagonal slash

from the top of the first vertical to the bottom of the fourth.

If counted correctly you will discover whether or 

not God exists.
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A planet never blinks. Or a Cyclops

a burning diamond is only one description of one room in the psyche.

Enter a black room armed with logic and expect a switch.

Which explains evolution

heels clicking to the beat of the gait

syncopated by the swing of a skirt.

The I between sense and science is a net Frost never plays without.

Opposite ends of a spectrum, a rainbow trout in the net.

…

To catch a fish a pelican casts a spell.

Warm rain in spring—the heat in the bird’s chest

will not cool, and ghosts on battlefields

refuse to abandon their posts.

In the middle of a desert you sit

in front of a television set. The strange bird hopping

from antennae to antennae doesn’t alter the reception.

A cactus sapling grows thru the base, tube and wires.

Snow-capped volcano above a city of chipped people.

Silently broadening universe.

Only our isolation connects.
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Peaches on each limb, bees in a frenzy

electricity buzzing in the powerlines above the tree

bite into a fuzzy peach and the clouds have substance.

You can lie in their hammocks.

A squirrel hangs upside-down from a branch, clutches a tangerine

flips and skitters onto a wall.

Sits on the fruit like an egg, hatches it with hands and teeth

eats all but the last slice.

The power outage is explained on one hand in terms of overpopulation and overuse

on the other in terms of alien interference.

When one hand reaches out to shake the other the seismograph fluctuates

and the squirrel leaps back to the branch. Drops

the last slice.

…

Mourning doves, mother and chick. The empty feeder swings.

Five days in a row a body rising from a bed unaware

that it’s a dream bed, a dream body.

This time the grandfather clock is out of focus

the digital clocks flash different times at the same time

and the dimmers and switches don’t alter the light in the house.

The moon is a real body, its light a real illusion.

When you rise from a dream bed the part of you that rises is convinced.

Because the moon’s whiteness is not its own

when a white man walks on it its meaning changes.

Mourning doves, mother and chick. The empty feeder swings.
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Dear Word,

I’m tired of all the complications, “necessary complexities,” whatever you want to call 

them. In kindergarten it's easy. We make one line, straight and logical, an alphabet. In grade 

school someone holds up a sign—1,2,3,4,5,6 (imagine not being attacked by insurgents)—and 

everyone knows where to line up. Then the aberrations begin—squiggly lines, crossovers. I want

you to respect me and to expect of me what I’m capable of, but I’m not capable of miracles. I’m 

only one among twenty-six. 

Love,

Letter

…

If anything’s left over you have to carry it

the jar you set out to catch the rain 

or the moment you love and the jar overflows.

The memory of her large smile, high cheek bones

and the way she laughs thru her nose.

Memory has hands, her hands around the jar.

Wind carries clouds across the sky, a cause.

No reason. This is not Paris

and your blood doesn’t flow like a river

into the sea of a raven’s eyes.

Carve a piece of obsidian in flakes, says the raven

to make a point.

To take out the heart.
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They've come up from the ravine, two egrets

to make white question marks on the grass.

Thru the summer fog in San Francisco

sometimes you see someone riding a monstrous wave

sometimes you see a student raise her hand and forget

what her question is, something about an egret

something on the tip of the tongue

a silver fish in its bill.

…

What is uncommon either attracts or repels.

It draws the gilded surface like a bath.

There is no channel to carry you out to perfect sets

a thousand TVs on a beach and on each one a sunset.

A black SUV with a TV in it and no blackberries line the road anymore.

Go back to whatever it is you're doing.

Tonight you'll forget what the spoon-shaped moon used to mean.

A cantaloupe is sliced and a spoon scoops out the seeds.

Now the moon is a brain sliced into hemis-

pheres—one spoon for the ice-cream of desire

a man’s desire to turn himself into a beast.

The pansy looks more like a bobcat and the man more like a pansy

an adjective of scale to modify the immensity of the void.

Keep staring into the fire. Dry wood crackles

the curled steeple of a leaf.
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Part of the mind accelerates into the past.

An old man will look straight into my face 

in which a pupil constricts and dilates

day and night ceaselessly changing places.

If the soul is born old and grows young

if the flame licks the air with its tongue like a snake

like a deer licks a salt-brick or a dog the face of a friend

then the aging body should rejoice

but this is no country for poetry.

For 24 hours it ceases 

to be an argument between the dead and the living.

You invent a word to dissolve in water

as if death is a black raft and little Orphan Annie

a red salve among strangers.

…

Language is response-ability

a painless afterlife you won't wake to discover 

the weird angle of a white shirt on a hanger

because you need the skeleton.
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A friend builds a sculpture and calls it Homo Poeticus.

Made of plaster and wire with hundreds of poems papier-mâchéd to its body 

resembling both a fencer and a dancer 

without facial features, a square-shaped hole in its chest.

When it rains, words 

blur and drip around the chin 

into the missing heart. Language is not responsible 

it blurs and drips like a window-pane.

When you look out you see an impressionist painting of a bank

that used to be a church.

Language is not responsible for the instinct to pray.

It’s the prayer and the cost of whatever god you pay for.

…

Abandoned silos, sometimes the bright-teal 

and light-purple swirl on a pigeon’s back. 

They decorate the long corridors with their droppings. 

Steel doors two-feet-thick, indecipherable chunks 

of machinery, in the cavernous wells Stygian water.

Pigeons take advantage of the missile crisis.

Stories of murders, suicides, ghosts:

white with a few bright-teal and light-purple spots

one perches on a cable hanging from a huge, hollow 

perfectly cylindrical silo, in the flashlight his eyes are turquoise.

Dante never thinks of comparing Paolo and Francesca’s lust to pigeons.

Starlings inhabit an imaginary inferno

pigeons inhabit the real.

This is not a poem about the death of JFK

or a large family of pigeons who don’t believe in him

and refuse to see the light of day.
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In the meantime terror is pronounced terra

with a Texan accent, not Torah, tierra or tiara. 

Tomatoes don’t have toes. It’s just a way of remembering

that Latin American is not a language.

Eres un oso en la nieva, un pescado en el aire.

You are a bear in the snow, a fish in the air.

If only you'd wear a tiara and speak Latin.

One callalily in the garden, one yellow spadix

like a miniature corn-cob. Its leaves are big green tongues

its one bloom a sheet of paper curved around itself 

to make an opening—that’s why you can see the miniature corn-cob.

That’s why poetry is an upside-down house

so you can climb a ladder and look down

at what's growing under the furniture all this time.

The roof grows roots. At the end of the chimney 

you'll hear the story of an angry god 

with pigeons in his hands.

…

The surfers in Humboldt County are tribal.

They place the image of a great white on their boards and the backs of their trucks. 

Magic is real. It’s in the eyes behind 

the board in the mammoth cave of a wave.

Your vocabulary curls into a ball that takes up no space.
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Since you have no owl-friend to guide you thru the woods

imagine the view 

of the surf and seabirds the spruces have.

Don’t turn around.

Orpheus and Lot lose their wives for similar reasons.

In Hell a man stares into a mirror.

The eyes in the mirror are closed.

Fog on glass

breaks. Offshore rig. Tar on the feet.

A drunken Earth wobbles and spins.

Waves crash against rocks.

…

If an arrow approaches the space between a bull’s eyes

the bull is not Jove in disguise. The truth is

you don’t know why you feel the way you do.

In the woods words mean the same as they do

on the street. They just breathe differently.

Here, your breath steams.

A patch of snow on a blackberry bramble

is a page. The passage 

winds between brambly thorns

and the horns of the bull.
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Dear Hind,

In regards to the shark who reportedly ate one of our kind recently—I know you must 

feel as I do, that our dream of someday swimming to the island where the poem ends has ended. 

However, the odds of a shark eating a deer, or two in our case, are more than ten times longer 

than the odds of our drowning on the way. Sure, there’s the possibility of one of us being eaten 

and the other either making it or drowning, but listen dear, we must keep the dream, in the face 

of all odds, alive. 

Love,

Hart

…

Hart,

According to your logic, if the poet is a liar then the island at the end of the poem doesn’t

exist.

Hind

…

Your eyes keep being drawn 

to its shadow on the lawn

the Troy of your ruin, the risen hand of Hector.

It’s a lovely language.

Place it in the oven of God’s mouth. 

When it speaks the sparks in the loins catch

and the loaves rise.
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Q,

During love-making their bodies converse and the conversation is almost human. It’s like

the conversation between a mourning dove and a man blowing into his cupped hands.

Zandor

…

A man in Amsterdam stops at a red light

and gazes like a moron at the almost naked woman's

ass pressed against the g-stringed glass.

Marilyn and Marianne are drinking coffee at the Rose Café in Venice Beach

talking about a toad. I do not claim to be a prince

of Denmark or the underworld.

Thru a window the moon blooms and a thief stares

at the blue light of a burner, wondering what’s boiling in the cauldron.

The sun, a blond bombshell in a blue-eyed sky.

It’s like a church, says Marianne, in which a man says “pardon me 

ma’am, your tulip is dripping.” 

During both real sex and dream sex the body obeys. 

Now picture red maple leaves

the hands of a midwife.
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Troy is the ghost of a textile town

an abandoned text of snow and haunted brick.

Helen is not there. Hell is in the valley 

of a bottle and if you don’t believe in the Hudson

your heart will not break. 

If you knock it down you’ll be in a forest

staring at the edge of Lancelot’s sword.

Gwenivere sits in the crotch of an oak

impressed by the gleam of the steel.

Something scratches at the trunk.

An elephant is irrelevant

the sunlit trunks of the boy on the beach a coincidence

but the trunk you’re about to open contains a diamond.

…

Jack,

Don’t put the real diamond in the poem. Or the real baseball for that matter. The stars 

must all be little baseballs, and from this distance the pitcher looks something like a nipple on a 

breast or the pupil of a Cyclops. One of the reasons you love the game is that it’s played by 

mostly handsome young men, and even the older heavy-set ones can still hit God back into outer 

space where, let’s face it, He’s dying to return.

…
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The rock Sisyphus is holding is called peridot.

A gladiola is top-heavy

soon will sniff dirt like a lion.

Birthstone, flower and sign

language is a salt-brick against a fir-tree.

It’s why the deer comes.

In an anechoic chamber two sounds, one high and one low.

The former is the nervous system and the heart is a ladder.

…

Jack,

I am one of the future readers you created. I do not have antennae coming out of my 

head. I have athlete’s foot. There are others like me. You will know us by our eyes, the look of 

wonder and dejection intimately intertwined. We live in the clapboard shacks of the mind, a kind

of relegation from the virtual. 

…

Athlete’s foot: the metrical foot of an athlete

kicks the ball into the back of the net.

To be is a foot. The rest of the body

erased from it or the foot abstracted

from the rest of the body. Celestial.

Daddy, data, dada. 

The neighbors are watching thru the windows of the margins

a word influencing and influenced by its neighbors

caught in a net. You are not the net

and God does not fit neatly into the equation.
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Club it over the snout

scales like glistening ash-flakes float in a pool of filthy saltwater. 

Scale with a slanted knife and slice from anus to chin. 

Decapitate, remove entrails, clean 

wrap in foil and place in freezer.

Puget Sound, a fish-head tossed from shore

at night the red lasers of the sandshark’s eyes approach.

…

A sound the Carolina Parakeet once knew

pine-needles falling from a hollowed-out tree

the European honey-bee adapting to deforestation faster than you 

can say I

is another.

What looks like a pile of snow

is a pile of lime. When Mozart dies 

two priests dig a hole in the rain

wrap him in a white sheet, dump it into the hole

and shovel lime over it, then mud.

It’s a movie. Still running

thru a Viennese garden surrounded by a huge stone wall

laughter as tall as the moon on which the father’s eyes

look down into the garden. Most of the plants are extinct

their greens the greens of the Carolina Parakeet perched in a sycamore.

The snake on the branch beneath it says “eat”

but the sycamore bears no fruit.
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No bees in the garden, no honey

but the sugar maples have been tapped

and the silver pails attached to their trunks are grails.

In the late 1800s a girl named Sarah writes in her diary

about beautiful green birds singing in a sycamore tree.

In England they’re called plane trees.

Sarah’s tree is in Kansas and the green birds die off

before the birth of Dorothy, before two phonemes

never paired alone before, an Ah and a zz.

Charlie walks down the alley of a city that’s collected its ghosts. 

His horn, in a puddle of blurry moonlight, is green.

Each sound has a fragrance. 

The green bird’s song sounds like hyacinth.

The expensive eyes of Athena are the rims of a black Lexus.

Dorothy clicks her heels and nothing happens.

…

As a kid you write notes to Billy and perhaps spring

listens to sticky buds opening greenly

to the footsteps approaching the long-tongued room

in which Alice’s crib and Alice’s tomb contain white flowers 

like waves perpetually breaking into bloom.

Now the ocean is a lake and a breeze across the swollen mirror forms ripples.

The subject waits for something between itself and its reflection to disappear.

Dorothy never writes a note to God.

She throws yellow bricks at the mirror.
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Uncle Sam dies of a heart-attack in a liquor store.

We play whiffle-ball in the dirt lot next door.

There are ten waves in that set and I get caught inside.

Now there’s a bank there and a bank next door.

When I rise to the surface I rise with a new philosophy, no philosophy.

Here a bank, there a bank, everywhere a bank-bank.

Imagine this as spheric poetry.

Orphic Cubism is three-hundred shingles in the wind.

A tornado. A torn NATO.

The real Uncle Sam lives in Troy.

If only you could die with a blue collar on

a gentleman caller, a glass menagerie.

Pleurosis sounds like blue roses.

…

At midnight the gardenia scent comes from the moon.

If you turn around you’ll be facing a shadow flickering against a wall.

Soon you’ll be able to watch television on the moon

and a plastic gardenia will smell like a real one.

Of course you won’t have any hands, but if the sky ever runs out of room

and is forced to let fall a few of its baseballs

Willie will rise from the dead to basket-catch the moon.

The fragrance in the basket will be fullblown gardenia.

Since there’s no warning track before the wall 

the shadow flickering against it will expand

until someone turns off the television

but no one has any hands.
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Because something white in daylight is not the same

as the same something at night

you must move the mask around until it fits.

To see the bit you can see and experience it

on its own terms is the distance

between you and the batter’s box.

When the haunted pitcher blurs into the windup

stop sending messages the mind can’t shake off.

Every pitch the diamond 

shrinks a thousandth of an inch

gaining density. Radio-

active, the catcher squats in the underworld.

…

A dubious proposition demands hands.

Sign it in your own wine and the deal with Merlin is sealed.

Steel vault, stolen base

an eyeball forms from a single cell

and the infinite combinations of stars 

can’t see themselves being seen.

Before they’re smashed the grails 

contain umbilical cords

the music often scary.
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Startle once three baldies in an old-growth fir

leaning over a cove in the Sound.

When poetry is a rope with nothing to tie it to

the boat drifts from the cove and enters

twenty-foot seas—poetry upside-down.

Washed up on a beach the landscape 

revolves around it, the secret 

right out in the open. I will tell you another.

In Tinsel Town there lived a clown

who shot a milkmaid thru the gown.

It cost 200 million to recreate the shipwreck

and you fell asleep in the middle of it.

Jack had too many glasses of poetry

and Jill can’t understand why the hill refuses to bloom.

…

Then Galileo drops apples off the Leaning Tower of Pisa.

No such thing as rest

or in some kingdoms peace.

You are the King. You sit in the ideal chair

and try to imagine the atoms that make up the round table moving

but can’t stop thinking about Adam’s tongue wet with apple scent

Lancelot lancing the Queen.

No one will trade places with you.

The atoms that make up the table

walk the gauntlet.
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Oppositions and reversals basic to intelligence

but intelligence not basic, the secret aim

of every King and Queen to escape the thought

of something so alive, most people are illiterate.

Most are afraid to sing in public.

Maybe why the shower is invented.

It must be the ice in the rain

or the acid or the concentrated gas

of meaninglessness, why 

else the Belson showers.
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A poet is a piece of radioactive furniture.

Dante knows this and so

never seeks revenge on God for not letting him have his way with Beatrice

who isn’t allowed a skeleton key.

This is God’s second mistake

this ocean. The lowghost dips its dripping wings.

Of molecular air. A grailful.

A poet walks up and down a flight of uncarpeted stairs.

The more sensitive the poet the more nuts it eats

its ringfinger moving back and forth thru a candleflame.

A disordered devotion to the real becomes wedded to an other.

…

Evolution is merely domestic 

an imaginary kitchen with real toads.

Marilyn and Marianne are still sitting in the Rose Café

the prince still staring thru the sockets 

of his skull into the sockets of another. 

The wondrous eyes of the toad, stained-glass eyes.

The abode in which I dwell is next to the church.

A politician proposes to tear down the church and build 

an artificial marsh, but the marsh is already a church 

the toads already speaking in tongues.
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In the moat around Camelot no toads, only swords—

the word word flanked on both sides by an s.

This is where the snake exits the poem.

Holes for eyes, Arthur’s roundabout way.

So many holes it’s impossible to predict

which one the snake will emerge from.

The one who says the sunset looks like Hell turned upside-down

has skin whiter than Desdemona’s.

Agoraphobia is not a fear of a Democrat winning the presidency.

Othello is handkerchief-fooled.

This is the way the universe behaves. Bee-hives.

Because every point seems to be the center

you cannot distinguish between the old woman and the Queen.

…

Make your purchase by sliding your card

upside-down and backwards, a Japanese text 

with German verbs. No telling precisely 

when the war begins, poetry is a penny on a sidewalk

a pencil-sharpener in an empty room.

I hear on the radio the reason no one picks up pennies 

is that they’re small, dirty and basically worthless.

Number 2 signifies a baptized pencil

a catcher and a bowel movement.

Hermes and Aphrodite join forces and place the pencil

under the spell of language.
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When the lights go out the ghost appears

a white raven with green claws.

When the lights return someone has stolen the money

and we're left with our meaningless chips.

Everyone is divisible.

The Greeks call it greed

turning the talons green

sending messages no one is close enough to receive

messages only the death of love away.

…

Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away.

Something could be learned from astronomy if it wasn’t so poetic.

It wants to bring the stars to you.

It should be the other way around—

nuclear reaction chambers inside nuclear reaction chambers

inside God’s mouth.

The rest is for the green-taloned birds

the moldy words they nest in.

A few of us refuse to give up our belief 

that poetry can scare

the death of love away.
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The Martians are surprised to find weather patterns.

In death the only difference is that there’s no weather.

That afternoon the pencil-sharpener breaks.

Too much lead dust, a sign that used to mean lilac.

We are kids then and if you step on a crack on a sidewalk

you're a monkey's uncle.

Engine engine number nine

going down Chicago line

if the train should jump the track

do you want your memory back?

…

I’ve never been to the Galapagos Islands 

but I know one of Darwin’s great grandsons is a moon-shiner.

Shining the moon. Shooting an arrow into the past

hoping it lands in the center of the O

because the inscription on the gate contains the word hope.

Snow-heavy boughs fling their crows into icy air. 

Expecting spring not to awaken in the arms of its assassin

foxglove is resilient—digitalis, heart medicine, spring.

Now the cell phone ringing off the hook

births without cords, digital spooks

God returning in the form of a chip.
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Doc,

You're wrong about the poem. Information is not a message, even if the lines on a leaf 

contain some strange symbolism only someone with bulging eyes behind inch-thick spectacles 

can hope to decipher. 

P

…

Don’t go to the glowing stream with a basket of silent words.

The naked body blinks. The phases of the moon a phrase

each one a fruit, whole or slit, the freshest the newest invisible.

My finger in your mouth during sex amounts to an urgency, an urgent sea.

The moon pulls the tide, the waves’ frequencies

increase until the crease cannot hold

and the liquid runs back up the rivermouth.

Red finch perched on a feeder.

A squirrel scurries up a trunk to scare it away.

In one language you are the squirrel and I am the finch.

In another we are the same animal.

When you bring a basket of homemade words to my cottage I'm in the bath

so you let yourself in, and let yourself in.

In the morning the words are stale

the squirrel on its haunches like a catcher eating nuts from its cupped hands.

After the third out the catcher removes his gear and either descends

or scurries up a tree to scare a finch. With his diet of sun-

flower seeds and signs the ghost scares no one

but the pitcher away, out of the strike-zone. 
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Sound of bird followed by sight of swinging feeder

what perceives perception forgets the sky-blue forget-me-nots.

Countless swallows, blips in the spring sky.

The next day it rains words, forty days worth

an ocean for God’s gigantic quill.

Now the sky is a blue diamond with four bases.

Willie runs the bases like a rabbit. Rabbit’s foot

because baseball is superstitious. And poetry—

anyone knows it’s nothing—the wind that blows. 

Wherever it goes when it’s not blowing

must be shaped like a question mark, a swan

someone forgets to turn back into a woman

rising thru the surface of a lake with a fake sword.

…

Grail-searchers need a bloody thing to attach to. 

Not a fact.

If you could call my bluff you would.

When you call the poem’s a bull appears on the bluff.

Reason squirms between grass-blades 

looking for the right place to dig.
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A bookcase is the loneliest place

lonelier than the only chair in the basement.

If you sit in the ideal chair the poem will sit in the electric one.

A fawn alone in the woods is always sentimental.

That’s the problem with dictation. No one protests the execution.

The fool-killer smells like vinegar.

On the tip of the tongue lives are spent. Livers.

They’re everywhere: on the frail mind of the fawn in the woods.

When Thoreau finds a fawn in the woods he pays attention.

No human tracks, just a handkerchief in a bramble

on the handkerchief angels in small vessels.

…

There are no eyes in the city of the dead either.

The shark’s eyes are black sand-dollars, if you break one open you’ll find the Trinity.

The dictating source is a sleepwalking mummy.

Don’t get up from your chair at Gino and Carlos

or you’ll turn into the dictating source.

Lie down. Simon says lie back down.

I am King now, and if it wasn’t for all these horses I’m incapable of mounting

I wouldn’t be losing my kingdom.
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Poseidon fills the ocean.

Only the shark survives

because it’s mechanical

God’s universe freezes

Einstein’s boils.

Behind a window perception is the scent of orange blossoms

behind a window perception is a woman undressing.

God is an orange and Einstein a woman undressing.

On a death bed what’s said is said according to laws that no longer govern.

Thoughts blink

and curl around sounds that blink and curl.

A boy thinks a girl with a grail between her legs is God.

Then the wiry lefty throws three straight sliders.

Everything counts in poetry, every pitch 

even if signs get waved off, signals missed.

A passed ball is not an unreceived message

a runner advances or scores according to factors of probability

margins of error or the will of God.

…

Nostradamus has enormous ghastly feet no shoes can fit.

The dahlias in the dahlia garden in Golden Gate Park are as big as watermelons.

Imagine Nostradamus and a woman from Hiroshima 

with a foot growing out of her neck.

“If you bring me a dahlia from the dahlia garden in Golden Gate Park 

I will smile big as a watermelon.”

Nostradamus feels sorry for her, but they speak different languages

and neither can understand the signs the foot growing out of the neck is making.
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A scarlet tanager in a dead willow tree.

Spring grows stranger every year.

Strange, it has bones for dinner.

When the bones are digested and the words divested of meaning

the lion behind the door will roar.

…

A blood-orange tastes best with asparagus

a purple heart is impossible to cure.

Cure the meat and skewer it to a sentence.

Like crickets they rub their legs together

and replace the message with a dilated pupil.

In a sentimental poem the eye on the back of a dollar bill

sheds thirteen tears for the colonies.

In a dictated poem the pharaoh the pyramid is built for commands a sparrow

to land on the eye and an eagle to eat it.

When King Tut invents dictation the sun turns from green to gold and 

drops like a walnut.

The husks are beginning to break apart and expose the shells

that conceal the strangely winged meat.

In a sentimental poem the layer-by-layer process of the heart opening.

In a dictated poem a synapse snaps time out of the concept it encloses

pages of words—mummy-wrap. 

When it breaks we wake up and have to go to war again.

Again the violent speed of the hummingbird’s wings

the only bird that flies backwards.
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Fight the demons with poetry

but the poetry's swarming with them. Diamonds.

Play tricks on shadows. Make them appear more real 

than the objects that cast them

the big sun blocked out by the little moon.

Theremin hears a sound that doesn’t come from a radio broadcast.

This is before Stalin via the KGB adopts him

to make the first bug device.

Later he lets Einstein’s wife play his alien instrument.

By controlling the difference between two frequencies, Martians make poetry

a sound that comes from the radio itself.

…

Doc,

I keep thinking about that phrase you used last time. The craving manifests itself in the 

nervous system and it has a voice, but what exactly is neuro-linguistic reprogramming? Is it 

possible to teach a demon a new discourse? It sounds like a theory of poetry. When I begin to 

discuss this with my partner he tells me about a guy he knows in high school, a star athlete who 

loses his right hand in a bottling factory and has to learn how to pitch and catch with his left. He 

dies in a car accident, but up until his death he claims he can still feel his right hand.

P

…
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A squirrel on a powerline approaches two mourning doves— 

mother and chick. The squirrel inches a bit closer and that’s it

mother and chick are off over the droning freeway.

Lost now in the smog over the droning freeway.

A plane above a eucalyptus an aluminum shark.

A crown and a crown turned upside-down—

teeth.

This is the ship and this is the crew falling two-by-two into the drink

this is the saltwater turned to wine.

The shark cannot contain its happiness that you have come.

…

We are a ghost where a bridge used to be.

Bad magic—one tooth for the Golden Gate

one tooth for Eurydice.

Without a drink strong enough to force Hell

to throw up Eurydice once and for all

a hole into which autumn leaves fall.

An American city is only beautiful at night from a plane.

I sit in a black room and play Lite-Brite.

Does it hop like crow and jay

or walk like crow and hawk?

Childhood is a room inside a house inside a room.

Whether an American city hops or walks, eats cockleburs

tree-burrowing worms or its own young

can only be determined from a plane whose pilot has been abducted.
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At the notion that knowledge is a precipice

something hums.

Blue-bells beyond the rocky lily pond

church-bells

for whom the sound is ominous

numinous.

…

Doc,

There’s so much despair in drinking. It leaves nothing to spare. That said, what do you 

think about the I in the poem? 

P

…

The peaches are small but so numerous

the branches sag almost to the ground.

Two branches have already snapped

but something holds the rest up by wooden threads.

It’s not difficult for physics to explain this.

To explain why the peach tastes

if I say it tastes like you do you promise not to stop?
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It was sad, you said, the slippers placed neatly beside the bed, the sheet folded back as if he’d 

slept in one position, the forty-year-old man who lived alone, his guest room strewn with bras, 

wigs, dresses, plastic asses and make-up. Dressed to the nines, he'd placed a small stand-up 

mirror on a tray-table in front of his armchair to do it. It was sad, you said, the butter and jelly on

the counter between the sink on one side and a white plate of toast crumbs on the other. Pieces of

dyed frizzled hair stuck to pieces of scalp on the wall behind him. And all the blood, you said, 

and all the blood was like a Jackson Pollock and the gun was on the carpet aimed at the mirror 

and the last thing I remember was opening the fridge and seeing a bottle of milk, organic whole 

milk, and the expiration date, August 14th, my birthday.

…

Dear P,

I don’t think much of the “I” in your poem, but I am interested in the more “objective” 

descriptions. This, to me, is the strongest part of the poem: 

Which comes first, the chair or the word chair?

The ground.

Hopping around a chair hoping for a crumb

a sparrow says weep, weep, weep.

From a stoic pinetree bossy crows harass a baby heron

the mother heron aloof in the marsh-reeds and the sky

the color of a baby crow’s eyes.

I suggest starting with this and continuing. Good luck.

Sincerely,

Doc

Ps. Yes, you must change the way you think.
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